WHAT IS A CREO LEARN
SUBSCRIPTION?
Our Creo LEARN Online Subscription is best-in-class product training that allows you to
take an unlimited number of classes virtually from any location. Each class is taught live
by one of our world-class instructors and is offered in three-hour time slots. Our goal is
to make it easy and convenient for you to learn by providing you with an engaging,
interactive learning experience. We've engineered this offering to ensure you have the
most flexibility possible; learning on your own time and schedule. Head to our Creo
Training page to view our many course offerings.

Live Instructors

Flexible Class Schedule

Certifications

Getting Started with LEARN

Virtual Software Environments

Digital Student Guide

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE?
A Creo LEARN Online Subscription provides UNLIMITED ACCESS to
all LEARN Basics and LEARN Sessions. Check out our comprehensive
list of courses in our Creo Curriculum Guide.

Creo Product Page

Other Features Include:
Dynamic Global Schedule

Creo Curriculum Guide

Consistently Updated Courseware
Easily Accessible Virtual Online Classroom
Cloud-based Product Training Environments
Hands-on Activities and Engaging In-class Discussions
Extensive Catalog of Training Topics for more Experienced Users

Find a Class

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES?
Explore all Creo functions and capabilities to the fullest
Expert instructors work alongside you and your peers to answer
your questions in real-time
Consistently updated content keeps knowledge current

595

100+

Total Certifications
Granted in FY20

Learn Online
Sessions per
Month

Flexible course schedules allow students from across the globe
to take virtual classes
Stay competitive in your field by getting Creo Certified!
Increase job satisfaction rates and boost your team's productivity
Onboard new users and upskill experienced ones with courses
designed for all skill levels

9.6
Instructor Rating
Out of 10

"I really liked how [the instructor] quickly went through the exercises in order to show us how to do them, and then gave us plenty of time to
perform the exercises ourselves and ask questions. Very knowledgeable and an excellent communicator." -LEARN Online Student

THE FUTURE OF CREO LEARN
Providing users with premium training content is our #1 priority. We are consistently updating
our offerings to make sure you have the most up-to-date, cutting edge industry knowledge.
Here are some of the latest changes we've made to ensure your success:
PTC University's Newest Courses!
Creo: Multibody Design
Creo: Generative Topology Optimization
Creo: Real-Time Simulation Using Creo Simulation Live

New Content: Strategy Around Creo Update
Comprehensive Enhancement analysis across version history

2021 Certification launch
We're updating our Certifications in January for the new year

Creo + Windchill Subscription Bundle & exclusive courses
This bundled subscription offers exclusive courses that are only available within this offer

Interested in more info about LEARN? Contact a Training Advisor now!

